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What is anonymity

 Anonymity = ανωνυμία

 “Anonymity describes situations where the acting person's identity is unknown.”  [1]
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Onion Routing

 Tor a circuit-based low-latency anonymous communication service

 Designed to anonymize TCP-based applications like web browsing, messaging etc.

 Build circuit -> Node (onion router)

 Each node knows ONLY the predecessor and the successor
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Improvements (over the old Onion Routing design)

 Perfect forward secrecy

 incremental path-building design

 Separation of “protocol cleaning” from anonymity

 “application proxy” for each supported application protocol 

 SOCKS as proxy for TCP based programs

 Many TCP streams can share one circuit

 Onion Routing originally built a separate circuit for each application

 threat to anonymity 
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Improvements

 Leaky-pipe circuit topology

 exit the circuit from the middle

 Congestion control

 Earlier anonymity designs do not address traffic bottlenecks

 end-to-end acks

 Directory servers

 Onion Routing design planned to flood state information through the network

 unreliable and complex

 End-to-end integrity checking

 Onion Routing design did no integrity checking on data

 Rendezvous points and hidden services
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Design goals and assumptions

 Deployability

 must not be expensive to run

 Usability

 More users more anonymity

 Tor should be easily implementable on all common platforms

 Flexibility

 Tor can serve as a test-bed for future research

 Simple design

 Additional features impose implementation and complexity costs
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Threat Model

 A global passive adversary is the most commonly assumed threat when analysing 

theoretical anonymity designs. 

 We assume an adversary who can observe some fraction of network traffic
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The Tor Design

 Each onion router (OR) runs as a normal user-level process without any special privileges

 Each onion router maintains a TLS connection to every other onion router

 Each onion router maintains a long-term identity key and a short-term onion key. 

 The identity key is used to sign TLS certificates, to sign the OR’s router descriptor

 The onion key is used to decrypt requests from users to set up a circuit and negotiate 

ephemeral keys

 Short-term keys are rotated periodically and independently, to limit the impact of key 

compromise.
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Cells

 Each cell is 512 bytes

 Consists of a header and a payload

 The header includes a circuit identifier (circID) that specifies which circuit the cell 

refers to (many circuits can be multiplexed over the single TLS connection)and a 

command to describe what to do with the cell’s payload
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The control cell commands are: 

- padding (currently used for keepalive, but also usable for link padding)

- create or created (used to set up a new circuit) and destroy (to tear down a circuit)

Relay cell 

- Carry Stream Data

- Contains an additional header with StreamID, checksum for integrity checking and the 

length of the payload

- Uses different relay commands like relay data, begin, end, teardown, connected, 

extend, extended, sendme and drop.



Constructing a circuit

 The OP (call her Alice) sends a create cell to the first node in her chosen path (call 

him Bob). (She chooses a new circID )

 The create cell’s payload contains the first half of the Diffie-Hellman handshake 

encrypted to the onion key of the OR (call him Bob).

 Bob responds with a created cell containing along with a hash of the negotiated key

 To extend the circuit further, Alice sends a relay extend cell to Bob, specifying the 

address of the next OR (call her Carol)

 To extend the circuit to a third node or beyond, Alice proceeds as above, always 

telling the last node in the circuit to extend one hop further.
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Integrity checking on streams

 The old Onion Routing design used a stream cipher without integrity checking

 The attacker could not decrypt cells, any changes to encrypted data would create 

corresponding changes to the data leaving the network

NOW

 Tor uses TLS on its links, external adversaries cannot modify data

 Checks integrity only at edges

 SHA-1 first four bytes

 All hashes are end-to-end encrypted across the circuit 
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Congestion control

 If enough users choose the same OR-to-OR connection for their circuits, that connection can 

become saturated (attacker send large file)

 Circuit-level throttling

 Each OR keeps track of two windows. 

 The packaging window tracks how many relay data cells the OR is allowed to package (from incoming TCP 

streams) for transmission back to the OP 

 The delivery window tracks how many relay data cells it is willing to deliver to TCP streams outside the 

network. 

 Each window is initialized (say, to 1000 data cells). 

 When a data cell is packaged or delivered, the appropriate window is decremented. 

 When an OR has received enough data cells (currently 100), it sends a relay sendme cell towards the 

OP, with streamID zero. 

 When an OR receives a relay sendme cell with streamID zero, it increments its packaging window. 
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Rendezvous Points and hidden services

 Location-hidden services allow Bob to offer a TCP service, such as a webserver, 

without revealing his IP address

 protects against distributed DoS(do not know Bob’s IP address)

 Access-control

 filter incoming requests

 Robustness

 maintain a long-term pseudonymous identity
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Denial of service

 An attacker can force an OR to perform expensive cryptographic operations

 Start of a TLS handshake

 require clients to solve a puzzle

 limit the rate at which they accept create cells and TLS connections

 Adversaries can also attack the Tor network’s hosts and network links

 Disrupting a single circuit or link breaks all streams passing along the part of 

the circuit.
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Directory Servers

 First-generation Onion Routing designs used in-band network status updates: 

each router flooded a signed statement to its neighbours, which propagated it 

onward

 Anonymizing networks have different security goals

 Delays

 When a directory server receives a signed statement for an OR, it checks 

whether the OR’s identity key is recognized. Directory servers do not advertise 

unrecognized ORs
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Attacks and 

Defenses 
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Passive attacks

 Observing user traffic patterns

 Not reveal her destination or data, but it will reveal traffic patterns (both sent and received)

 Observing user content

 Option distinguishability

 Allow clients to choose configuration options

 End-to-end timing correlation

 A global observer can do this, but it might be beyond a limited observer’s capabilities

 End-to-end size correlation

 The leaky pipe topology means different numbers of packets may enter one end of a circuit than exit at the other

 Website fingerprinting

 Rather than searching exit connections for timing and volume correlations

 Database of “fingerprints”
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Active attacks

 Compromise keys

 An attacker who learns the TLS session key

 Run a recipient

 An adversary running a webserver trivially 

 Learn timing patterns

 Run an onion proxy

 It is expected that end users will nearly always run their own local onion proxy

 DoS non-observed nodes

 An observer who can only watch some of the Tor network

 Run a hostile OR

 If an adversary can run multiple ORs
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 Tagging attacks

 A hostile node could “tag” a cell by altering it

 Replace contents of unauthenticated protocols

 unauthenticated protocol like HTTP

 Smear attacks

 Make operators to shut it down

 Replay attacks

 Some anonymity protocols are vulnerable to replay attack
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Directory attacks

 Destroy directory servers

 If more than half are destroyed

 Subvert a directory server

 By taking over a directory server, an attacker can partially influence the final directory

 Subvert a majority of directory servers

 Encourage directory server dissent

 The directory agreement protocol assumes that directory server operators agree on the 

set of directory servers

 Trick the directory servers into listing a hostile

 Convince the directories that a malfunctioning OR is working
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Attacks against rendezvous points

 Make many introduction requests

 flooding his introduction points

 Attack an introduction point

 Compromise an introduction point

 An attacker who controls Bob’s introduction point can flood Bob with introduction requests, 

or prevent valid introduction requests from reaching him

 Compromise a rendezvous point
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Open Questions in Low-latency Anonymity 
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• How often should users rotate to fresh circuits?

• How should we choose path lengths?

• Can anything be done to make low-latency systems resist these attacks as well as 

high-latency systems?
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Threat model

 The principal objective of an adversary attacking an anonymous communication system is 
to link the initiators of connections with their respective communication partners and vice 
versa

 originator

 remote machine

 profile the initiator

 Tor does not attempt to protect against traffic confirmation attacks, where an adversary 
observes two parties that he suspects to be communicating with each other

 Tor aims to make it difficult for an adversary

 The importance of our attacks

 extract information about the path of a Tor connection

 weak adversaries can perform traffic-analysis
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Traditional traffic-analysis 

 Traffic-analysis is extracting and inferring information from network meta-data

 Timing of network packets

 Tracing who the originator or the ultimate destination of a connection

 Encrypted tunnels

 hide the bit patterns of data travelling though

 Attacker cannot use any information
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Traffic-analysis of Tor

 Traditional traffic-analysis techniques rely on vast amounts of data

 The ability to route over the anonymous communication network, that anyone has, 

can be used to estimate the traffic load on specific Tor nodes accurately enough to 

perform traffic-analysis

 Adversaries with very modest capabilities can still detect the path that target 

connections
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Traffic-analysis methodology

 Goal of an attacker

 based on timing data from all nodes on the network

 identify which nodes are carrying the traffic with the pattern injected by the corrupt server
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Experimental setup

 The probe computer used was a standard 800 MHz PC running the Debian 

GNU/Linux 3.0 operating-system.

 Tor version 0.0.9 was set up as being a client only (10.5.10 Oct 27th, 2021)
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Results

 Data from probing 13 Tor nodes

 For all but 2 nodes it correctly differentiated the case where the node was 

carrying the victim traffic and the case where the traffic flowed through 

other nodes
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Discussion

 Tor streams retain their timing characteristics as they travel through the 

anonymising network

 low latency requirement of Tor does not allow it to shape the traffic in any way

 Two strategies could be employed to protect Tor

 perfect interference

 non-interference
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Conclusions

 An attack against Tor by a modest adversary

 The attack does not give away the initiator, but it gives information about the circuit 

 Strategies involve an increase in latency needed
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